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Total Participants 34
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Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Kiruthika J Kumarasamy Coordinator

2 Mouthami K Coordinator

Outcome

                                                     TECH PATRONSWINNERS      Sri SaiRam R K(21CS159), Subash A L(21CS163)     Kowsalaya
E(21CS90),Joshika B(21CS071)Coders Conquest, hosted by Tech Patrons, was a remarkable event that fused intellectual challenges with
technological intrigue. The two engaging rounds—Debugging and Tech Quiz—underscored participants' coding skills and tech knowledge
while providing an enjoyable experience through interactive elements. With enthusiastic participation and the leadership of the event
coordinators, the event was a resounding success, leaving participants eagerly anticipating the next edition of this coding odyssey.

Event Summary

Tech Patrons, the renowned club for tech enthusiasts, successfully hosted the gripping event 'Coders Conquest' on August 19, 2023. The
event was a fusion of intellect and excitement, designed to challenge and engage participants in the realm of coding and
technology. Comprising two riveting games, Coders Conquest kicked off with the 'Debugging' round. In this round, participants were
presented with four intricate sets of Java programs, each cunningly embedded with bugs and errors. The participants' sharp analytical skills
were put to the test as they meticulously uncovered the hidden glitches and corrected the programs. This round not only demanded coding
proficiency but also a keen eye for detail, as participants raced against the clock to spot and rectify the errors. The event's second round,
the 'Tech Quiz,' was conducted via an online platform. Engaging participants in a digital battlefield of wits, this round featured a collection of
thought-provoking questions covering a diverse range of technological topics. The quiz was ingeniously interspersed with fun mini-games,
adding a layer of amusement to the proceedings and ensuring a captivating experience for all participants. The online format not only
facilitated seamless participation but also highlighted the club's commitment to adapting to the evolving technological landscape. Over the
course of the event, the atmosphere was charged with enthusiasm and the thrill of competition. The participation of approximately 12 teams
further intensified the excitement, as teams of coding connoisseurs from various backgrounds vied for supremacy. Each team brought their
unique perspectives and expertise, contributing to the dynamic and vibrant aura of the event. The event was meticulously organized and
executed under the guidance of the event coordinators, Monisha Chitharthana S from III-CSE-B and Brijesh A Ba from III-. Their dedication
and leadership ensured the event's success, creating an environment where participants could showcase their coding prowess, critical
thinking, and teamwork. 
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